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        Due to recent disruptions to deliveries, we have temporarily suspended the Royal Mail service. Please choose either DHL or Courier service at checkout
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									Engine Oils
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        WAIT! DON’T MISS A BEAT...


Sign up to our newsletter to get 10% off your first order
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›Speciality Grip



  







  
  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  Free Economy Delivery On Orders Over £75!*

                  *Excludes Fuel
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                Speciality Grip

                


  
  
    Brand:Mechanix Wear®
  
 
  
  

  SKU:  MSG-05-009
    


 
  £25.00
  Save £-25

  (Inc. VAT)


Tax included















  
    Available Now!

  




    

      

      
        
          Variant: Speciality Grip - Medium
          


        



              

              Speciality Grip - Medium

              

              Speciality Grip - Medium
              

            

        



              

              Speciality Grip - Large

              

              Speciality Grip - Large
              

            

        



              

              Speciality Grip - Extra Large

              

              Speciality Grip - Extra Large
              

            

        
      
        

      

    
  




  Variant: Speciality Grip - MediumSpeciality Grip - Medium
Speciality Grip - Large
Speciality Grip - Extra Large


  






  Speciality Grip - Medium - £25.00
Speciality Grip - Large - £25.00
Speciality Grip - Extra Large - £25.00
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    	Form-fitting TrekDry® material keeps working hands cool and comfortable.
	Adjustable Wide-Fit™ closure provides a secure fit.
	Textured Armortex® provides enhanced gripping power in dry oily and wet conditions.
	Pinched fingertip construction improves fingertip strength and durability.
	Machine washable.
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SIZE GUIDE    HERO CARD    CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY


    
 

    Further Info
     Work smarter not harder with our Specialty Grip gloves. We constructed the palm with anti-slip Armortex to increase friction and enhance your grip. Textured Armortex displaces liquids to reduce slippage and maintain grip with less strenuous effort. The Specialty Grip work glove features our Wide-Fit™ closure so you can adjust your level of comfort.

INTENDED USES

	Maintenance & Repair
	Glass Handling (non cut hazard)
	Assembly
	DIY Home Improvement


    

  

  

  


  

  

  
  

    

    

  

  

  

  
  

    

    

  

  

  

  
  

    

      
        
      

    

    

    

  

  

  

  
  

    

    

      
        Watch the video
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                      HRDC FUEL ORDER FORM
                    
	
                      RED LINE DISTRIBUTORS (UK)
                    
	
                      RED LINE DISTRIBUTORS (EUROPE)
                    
	
                      VP RACING DISTRIBUTORS (UK)
                    


                

                
                
              

              
            

            

          


          
          


            
            CUSTOMER SUPPORT

            
TEL: +44 (0) 2476 717 100

            
            
              
              
              
                EMAIL: SALES@OLDHALLPERFORMANCE.COM
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            Update store currency
          
            
              Guernsey (£)
Ireland (€)
Isle of Man (£)
Jersey (£)
United Kingdom (£)


              
                
                  United Kingdom (£)
                  	Guernsey (£)
	Ireland (€)
	Isle of Man (£)
	Jersey (£)
	United Kingdom (£)


                
              
            
            
            

          

          

          © 2024© Old Hall Performance Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 
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